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Max replaces the need to buy 3 separate products. 
Total stabilizer protection in one bottle 

*    Max: With Anti-Static Agents. Prevents Static build-up 
      Stops dust and lint particles being attracted to finished work, eliminates pin-holes on prints or negatives  
      caused by dust or lint particles.   
 
*    Max: With Wetting Agents to  Stop Drying Marks or Streaking 
      This causes the excess stabilizer to sheet off evenly. Ensures even drying and clean, streak free print   
      and negatives.   
 
*    Max: With Cleaning Agents to Keep Stabilizer Solutions Clean & Fresh 
      Unique additives in MAX greatly improves stabilizer life.  Stops clouding, slime, souring (rotten egg  
      smell, or particles floating in stabiliser).   
 
MAX is Safe on All 
Prints, negatives, transparencies, film and photographic emulsions are blemish free with enhanced image  
stability. MAX is totally compatible with all stabilizers, super stabilizers and conditioner rinses in final rinse 
tanks.   
 
Economical  & Easy to Use: 
Simply add 1 part of MAX to 200 parts when making up fresh stabilizer / rinse additive solution,  
i.e. add 25 ml to each 5 litres of stabilizer / rinse additive solution. i.e. add:   
 
       1.7  fluid ounces  ( 50 ml)   of  MAX  to each 2.6 gallons  (10 litres) of  stablilizer solution  
      4.25 fluid ounces (125 ml)   of  MAX  to each 6.5 gallons  (25 litres)           “             “ 
       8.5  fluid ounces  (250 ml)  of  MAX  to each 13 gallons   (50 litres)           “             “ 
       34  fluid ounces   (1 litre)    of  MAX  to each 52 gallons  (200 litres)          “            “  
 
N.B.  Before using MAX for the first time thoroughly clean out stabilizer and re-plenisher tanks. 
          Always add MAX to NEW clean stabilizer solution for maximum efficiency.  
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